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Parent-offspring turn-taking
dynamics influence parents’
song structure and elaboration
in a singing primate
Chiara De Gregorio1*, Anna Zanoli1, Filippo Carugati1,
Teresa Raimondi1, Daria Valente1, Valeria Torti1,
Longondraza Miaretsoa1, Andry Rajaonson2, Marco Gamba1

and Cristina Giacoma1

1Department of Life Sciences and Systems Biology, University of Turin, Turin, Italy, 2Groupe d’Étude
et de Recherche sur les Primates de Madagascar, Antananarivo, Madagascar

Parent-offspring interactions are essential to interpret animal social evolution

and behavior, but their role in mediating acoustic communication in animals

that interact vocally is still unclear. Increasing evidence shows that primate

vocal communication is way more flexible than previously assumed, and

research on this topic can provide further information on how the social

environment shaped vocal plasticity during the evolution of the Primate

order. Indris communicate through elaborated vocal emissions, usually

termed songs. Songs are interactive vocal displays in which all members

of the family group alternate their emissions, taking turns during chorusing

events. We aimed to understand whether specific rules regulate the turn-

taking of different group members and investigate the flexibility of indris’

vocal behavior when co-singing with their offspring. We found that social

factors can influence the turn-taking organization in a chorus, as offspring

were more likely to drop out from the parents’ duet than join in, and we

speculate that overlap might signal competition by members of the same-

sex. The duet between the reproductive pair was the most common type

of singing organization, followed by a duet between mothers and sons

and the triadic interaction between mother, father, and son. Interestingly,

parents’ solo singing seems to stimulate offspring to vocalize, and we also

found that mothers and fathers simplify, at least in part, song elaboration

when chorusing with offspring. Our results indicate that indris can perform

short-time adjustments to the number of co-emitters and their identity: our

approach is advantageous in highlighting the multilevel influences on primate

vocal flexibility. Moreover, it provides evidence that some aspects of our vocal

plasticity were already present in the lemur lineage.
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Introduction

Animals of different species interact vocally in their natural
environment (Tobias et al., 2016; De Gregorio et al., 2022).
Individuals can adapt their vocal behavior to other emitters
during these interactions to produce coordinated vocal displays,
such as duets or choruses (Gamba et al., 2016). The interplay
between emitters is a crucial feature of human conversations, but
the level of non-human animals’ flexibility in vocal exchanges
is still debated (Levinson, 2016). This topic has attracted
great interest because of its possible implications for language
evolution and similarity with human conversational rules
(Chow et al., 2015; Pika et al., 2018).

Increasing evidence shows that the ability to take turns
is widespread in different groups of primates. In New World
monkeys, for example, squirrel monkeys (Saimiri sciureus)
adjust the timing of their vocal exchange depending on the
co-caller identity (Masataka et al., 1986), while in marmosets
(Callithrix jacchus), the emission of different call types can
be affected by the timing of another individual’s vocalization
(Liao et al., 2018). Chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) modify
their vocalizations to promote chorusing with social partners
(Fedurek et al., 2013a), and duetting gibbons can adapt their
contribution to that of the other pair-member (Hylobates
pileatus, Traeholt et al., 2006; Nomascus leucogenys, Deputte,
1982). Moreover, gibbons’ ability to adapt their vocal behavior
to an external factor (e.g., forced partner exchange or predator
presence) also emerged in siamangs (Symphalangus syndactylus,
Geissmann, 1999) and white-handed gibbons (Hylobates lar,
Clarke et al., 2006).

In particular, vocal interactions can occur between adults
and juveniles of many species and are often crucial for
developing adult-like vocal communication (humans, Goldstein
and Schwade, 2008; birds, Chen et al., 2016; primates, Koda
et al., 2013), enhancing vocal production learning (i., the ability
to change the structure of vocalizations due to hearing others).
In birds, for example, this process can occur by listening to
a tutor (Mennill et al., 2018) or during direct interactions
between older and younger animals (Rivera-Cáceres et al., 2018;
Carouso-Peck et al., 2020).

While there is extensive work on birds’ juvenile-tutor vocal
interactions, these mechanisms have been scarcely investigated
in primates. Previous studies examined the antiphonal calling of
the common marmoset (C. jacchus, Chow et al., 2015; Takahashi
et al., 2015) and the co-singing interaction of gibbons (Hylobates
agilis, Koda et al., 2013). These works suggest that parents
could instantaneously influence juvenile/infants’ vocalizations.
Nevertheless, many of these investigations focused on the
offspring side of the interaction (e.g., Takahashi et al., 2016),
highlighting infant vocal developmental trajectories shaped by
adult feedback, while parents’ vocal behavior remained almost
unexplored. Koda et al. (2013) provided an interesting case,
showing that, in gibbons, mothers had a more stereotyped

singing pattern when singing together (co-singing) with
daughters than when singing alone. This evidence suggests that
the identity of a co-singer can shape individual vocal behavior,
but this is not the only feature to consider when investigating
individual contributions in collective displays.

Human conversations can occur between more than two
people, and the number of people participating can influence
turn-taking dynamics (Sacks et al., 1974). As in humans,
animal vocal interactions can occur with many participating
individuals and varying degrees of overlap between emitters
(Passilongo et al., 2015; Torti et al., 2018). In birds, for
example, chorusing can often involve two males and one
female or two females and one male, and the temporal
organization of individuals’ contribution may favor or avoid
overlap (Monias benschi, Seddon, 2002; Pheugopedius euophrys,
Mann et al., 2006). The composition of the social group can also
influence chorus structure and duration (Dacelo novaeguineae,
Reyer and Schimdl, 1988).

More than two group members’ simultaneous emission of
utterances occurs in different primate species, such as the pant-
hoot chorusing of chimpanzees (P. troglodytes, Fedurek et al.,
2013b) or the roaring bouts of howler monkeys (Alouatta pigra,
Horwich and Gebhard, 1983). Despite chorusing occurring quite
commonly in many singing primate species, the majority of
work on this behavior is still rather descriptive (De Gregorio
et al., 2022), and the extent to which the number of conspecifics
in a choral display can influence the individual contribution
remains pretty much unexplored. Taken altogether, these
pieces of evidence suggest that many animals can adjust their
utterances to external factors, such as the vocal behavior of co-
emitter (e.g., sexual partner, offspring, preferred social partner),
but it is unclear whether also the number of those co-emitters
can regulate the structure of vocalizations in interacting animals.

We aimed to fill the gap about understanding adult
changes during singing with offspring by investigating parent-
offspring singing interactions in the indris (Indri indri).
Besides possessing a rich vocal repertoire (Valente et al.,
2019), indris are the only singing lemurs. They live in family
groups (Bonadonna et al., 2019; Rolle et al., 2021) in the
eastern rainforest of Madagascar, where every member can
simultaneously participate in the choral display (Torti et al.,
2017, 2018). Units of different types composing indri’s songs
can be emitted alone (single notes) or organized in phrases
of two to six units (Zanoli et al., 2020), with shorter phrases
(i.e., including two and three units) more likely to be included
in the songs (Valente et al., 2021). Indris emit units and
phrases with a precise rhythmic pattern (De Gregorio et al.,
2021a). Songs serve different functions, such as inter-and intra-
group communication and territory defense (Torti et al., 2013;
Bonadonna et al., 2020). Indris’ songs are sex-specific duets
between males and females (Giacoma et al., 2010), where the
calls can be given alternated or simultaneously. One or two
additional individuals may participate in the vocal displays
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(De Gregorio et al., 2019) so that animals can take turns within
the same song. Thus, individuals join in, and others drop out
during the same song.

Field observations suggest that sexual competition between
parents and offspring of the same-sex can occur (Bonadonna
et al., 2014), as observed in birds (Seddon et al., 2002), and
it could be of interest to understand if chorusing dynamics
can reflect this competition. Therefore, we hypothesize that
singing behavior in the indris can be regulated by balancing
the competition in singing among group members to advertise
their identity or mated/unmated status. Furthermore, avoiding
excess overlapping between singers allows for maintaining the
communicative function of the vocal display. Therefore, we
predict that turn-taking behavior among individuals will not
be random. However, it will show specific trajectories as, for
example, adult individuals are more likely to sing together than
with juveniles. Our second hypothesis is that parent’s vocal
behavior can enhance offspring’s vocal development: as social
factors and auditory feedback seems to mediate the development
of singing behavior (De Gregorio et al., 2021b), we predict that
(I) co-singing interactions would affect the temporal structure of
parents’ songs, in line with the idea that social influences might
shape temporal regulation of utterances (Henry et al., 2015). We
also predicted that (II) parents will utter less elaborated songs
when co-singing with their offspring, agreeing with previous
gibbons’ findings (Koda et al., 2013). Our approach allows
disentangling different aspects of social influences on parents’
contribution, as we will consider not only the identity of co-
singers (pair mate, male offspring, and female offspring) but also
their numerosity, as previous work showed that the number of
singers in a chorus might influence the individual performance
(Gamba et al., 2016; De Gregorio et al., 2019).

Materials and methods

Observation and recordings

We collected data in the Maromizaha New Protected Area
(Eastern Madagascar: 18◦ 56′ 49′′ S, 48◦ 27′ 53′′ E), with
field observations conducted between 6:00 am and 1:00 pm,
from 2010 to 2020, for a total of 63 months. We recorded
spontaneous songs from a close distance (between 2 and 10 m)
of 8 reproductive pairs from 8 habituated groups of indris. We
performed the recordings using Sound Devices 702T, Olympus
LS-100 and LS05, and Tascam DR-100, DR-40, and DR-05
with semi-directional microphones (ME 67 and AKG CK 98)
oriented toward the vocalizing individuals. We set the recorders
at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and an amplitude resolution
of 16 bit during all the recording sessions. Files were saved in
wav format. We were able to recognize all animals individually
based on their natural marks. Our dataset comprised 440
duets and choruses (of two or more than two individuals,

respectively), resulting in 826 individual contributions uttered
by 16 individuals within eight reproductive pairs. Indris
uttered 260 of the contributions during cosinging interactions
with offspring (female offspring, Nsongs = 84; male offspring,
Nsongs = 176).

Acoustic analyses

Indris’ songs usually start with a series of roars, harsh
emissions that are supposed to have an “attention gather”
function (e.g., Hopkins et al., 2007). After that, indris emit a
variable number of “long notes” (LN), which are longer and
less modulated than the subsequent units. After those, we can
find isolated units (or “single notes,” SN) or units organized
in phrases of descending fundamental frequency (“descending
phrases,” DP) that can include 2–6 units. We analyzed the indris’
choruses using Praat 6.0.56 (Boersma and Weenink, 2007).

Rhythmic song features
We identified the contribution to the song of each singer

using annotations in Praat TextGrids via visual inspection of
the spectrograms and fieldwork notes. Spectrograms had a 0–
7,000 dB view range, with a window of 0.006 s and 60.0 dB
of dynamic range. First, we annotated the onset and offset of
each unit for each contribution and labeled it according to the
singer’s identity (Mother, Father, Son, Daughter). We labeled
each unit according to its type and position (e.g., being part of
a phrase or not, position within the phrase). Since the core of
the indris’ songs relies on descending phrases and single notes,
we focused our analysis on these vocal types: SN and DPs (DP2,
DP3, DP4, DP5, DP6 based on the number of units forming
the phrase). Next, we labeled silent gaps within units according
to their position (Supplementary Figure 1): “inter” for silent
intervals between different DPs, and “intra” for silent intervals
between units of the same DP (De Gregorio et al., 2019). We
used a custom Praat script to extract each interval duration
(Gamba et al., 2015). To evaluate the rhythmic structure of
parents’ contributions, we imported the duration of the intervals
in R (R Core Team, 2020; version 3.4.3) to calculate the inter-
onset intervals (IOI) within (WP) and between phrases (BP;
De Gregorio et al., 2019, 2021a).

Turn-taking in co-singing dynamics
We then focused on parents’ contributions (Mothers and

Fathers), and we labeled each overlapping part of the song
according to the number and identity of vocalizing individuals.
We did it by annotating when an animal would join the song
and the exact timing in which it would stop singing. When
an offspring started vocalizing during a silent interval between
two units of a parent’s contribution, we considered the whole
interval part of the singing interaction. We did the same when
an individual stopped singing in between the silent gap of one
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of the parents’ contributions. We obtained eight types of co-
singing associations (Figure 1): M-F for mothers’ contribution
when duetting with fathers, F-M for fathers’ contributions
when duetting with mothers, M-S for mothers’ contribution
when duetting with sons, F-D for fathers’ contributions when
duetting with daughters, M-F-S for mothers’ contribution when
singing with fathers and sons, F-M-S for fathers’ contribution
when singing with mothers and sons, and the same for M-F-
D and F-M-D. We used the code F for fathers and M for
mothers for the portion where parents sang “solo phrases”
without overlapping with other family members. We then
transformed each contribution into a string of consecutive co-
singing types.

Song elaboration
We transformed each parents’ song into a string of labels

representing the phrases’ concatenation within an individual
contribution, separated by a break symbol (e.g., SN| DP2| DP3|
DP3| DP4). Then, we separated each string into different co-
singing types, and we obtained 483 strings for males and 663
for females. To investigate if co-singing with offspring would
affect parents’ song features, we used two measures of song
elaboration: (a) the Levenshtein distance (hereafter, LD): a logic
distance expressing the minimum cost to convert a sequence
into another one (Kohonen, 1985), which has already been
proven to be a robust quantitative approach for investigating
animal acoustic sequences (Kershenbaum and Garland, 2015);
(b) The Normalized Phrase Diversity: an index indicating
the diversity of the individual contribution, calculated as the
number of different vocal types emitted during a particular co-
singing interaction, normalized for the total number of elements
uttered during that interaction.

Statistical Analysis

Rhythmic song features
To investigate if singing with offspring would influence the

song’s rhythmic structure (between phrase Inter-onset intervals,
or bpIOI), we used a linear mixed model (LMM, lmer function
of lme4 package, Bates et al., 2015). Before fitting the model,
bpIOI was log-transformed since it did not show a normal
distribution and then used as a response variable; we used the
interaction between parent identity and the type of co-singing
as a fixed factor. In addition, we included the singer’s identity
and the specific song contribution from which we extracted
the IOIs as nested random factors. Finally, we used the Tukey
test (within the multiple contrast package multcomp in R) to
perform all pairwise comparisons for all levels of the interaction
(Bretz et al., 2010). To investigate if singing with offspring
would influence the phrase rhythmic structure (within-phrase
IOI, or wpIOI), we used a generalized linear mixed model
(GLMM, glmmTMB package, Brooks et al., 2017), fitting a beta

distribution as suggested by the package fitdistrplus (Delignette-
Muller and Dutang, 2015) as a suitable theoretical distribution.
We used wpIOI as the response variable and the interaction
between parent identity and co-singing as a fixed factor. In
addition, we included the singer’s identity and the specific
song contribution from which we extracted the IOIs as nested
random factors. We verified the assumptions of normality and
homogeneity of residuals for both models via visual inspection
of the qqplot and the residuals’ distribution (a function provided
by R. Mundry). We also excluded the presence of collinearity
among predictors considering variance inflation factors (vif
package, Fox and Weisberg, 2011). To test for the significance of
our full models (Forstmeier and Schielzeth, 2011), we compared
them against null models containing only the random factors,
with a likelihood ratio test (Anova with argument test “Chisq”,
Dobson, 2002). We report estimates, standard error (SE), z-, and
p-values for the Tukey test.

Turn-taking in co-singing dynamics
To understand the mechanisms governing the process of

taking turns in indri choruses, we ran strings representing
the dynamics of each singing event in Behatrix software
(version 0.9.13, Friard and Gamba, 2021). This software
independently generates the code for a flowchart representing
the transitions between behaviors and performs a permutation
test to indicate the statistical significance associated with
the different transitions. We considered only the cases in
which there is at least an alternation between singers, thus
excluding songs consisting of only one type of duet or one
type of co-singing with three individuals. Thus, our dataset
comprised 203 parents’ contributions for this analysis, 135
for mothers and 68 for fathers. We used a 5% cut-off on
the total number of transitions. First, we generated a flow
diagram with the transitions from one co-singing condition
to the next, with the percentage values of transition relative
occurrences. Then, we ran a permutation test based on observed
counts of the transitions between different co-singing types
(Random permutation test in Behatrix). We permuted the strings
10,000 times, providing an accuracy of 0.001 of the probability
values, and we obtained p-values for each transition between
different co-singing conditions. Finally, we analyzed mothers’
and fathers’ co-singing transitions separately to evaluate how
chorusing dynamics would influence each parents’ singing, and
we calculated the frequency of different co-singing types for
mothers and fathers.

Song elaboration
Levenshtein distance

To investigate differences in the combinatorics (i.e., the
concatenation of phrases) between mothers and fathers in
each co-singing type, we calculated the LD for each pair of
strings in Behatrix (version 0.9.13, Friard and Gamba, 2021).
First, we obtained a squared matrix composed of the distances
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FIGURE 1

(A) A spectrogram of an indri chorus. (B) Individual contributions extracted from panel (A); the parents’ type of co-singing is highlighted by
different color bands. MS, mother duetting with son; MF, mother duetting with father; FM, father duetting with mother; F, fathers’ solo units, FD,
father duetting with daughter. (C) Flow diagram representing mother’s co-singing transitions, extracted from panel (B). (D) Flow diagram
representing fathers’ co-singing transition, extracted from panel (B).

between each pair of strings in the dataset. Next, we labeled
the files according to the identity of the mother/father and the
type of co-singing (e.g., fathers: FM, FD, FMS, MFD; mothers
MF, MS, MFS, MFD) during which it was emitted. Then,
we investigated whether mothers and fathers differed in their
degree of variability depending on the co-singing type. Due to
the juvenile singing variability and sample size (De Gregorio
et al., 2021b), we did not consider offspring sex (i.e., MFO:
the contribution of a mother singing with her pair-mate and
an offspring). We averaged the LDs by labels to calculate the
within- and between-labels average for each mother and father
in each co-singing type using R (R Core Team, 2020). Finally,
we performed four Mantel tests (9,999 randomizations) using
in each test a reduced matrix with the mean LDs for the labels
of interest against a matrix containing zero when the matching
labels were of the same co-singing type (Krull et al., 2012),
and one when they were of different co-singing type (vegan
R-package; Oksanen et al., 2013). We checked the admissible
number of permutations for our matrices through the function
numPerms of the same R-Package. We then analysed differences

between the mothers/fathers’ LDs in different co-singing types
and between mothers’ and fathers’ LDs in the same co-singing
type (MF vs. FM, MF vs. MFO, FM vs. FMO, MFO vs. FMO)
by using the paired sample t-test. Finally, we verified the normal
distribution of each label with a Shapiro-Wilk test for normality
(built-in R-package stats) and computed the test’s power with the
pwr.t.test function (pwr R-package; Champely et al., 2018).

Phrase diversity

To investigate differences in the composition of parents’
contributions in the different co-singing types, we calculated the
Normalized Diversity for each contribution as the sum of each
DP type normalized on the total number of DPs composing
the string (stringr R-package; Wickham, 2019). Then, we ran
a linear mixed model (LMM, lme4 R-package; Bates et al.,
2015) to investigate whether the co-singing type influenced the
contributions’ diversity. The model included log-transformed
normalized diversity as the response variable, the co-singing
type as the fixed factor and song and individual identity as the
nested random factors. The co-singing type was a categorical
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FIGURE 2

Flow diagram showing the occurrence of transitions (%) between different types of co-singing. (A) Fathers: FM, fathers’ contribution when
duetting with mothers; FMS, when duetting with mothers and sons; FD, when duetting with daughters; FMS, when duetting with mothers and
sons; F, fathers’ phrases with no overlap with any group members. (B) Mothers: MF, mothers’ contribution when duetting with fathers; MFD,
when duetting with fathers and daughters; FMS, when duetting with fathers and sons; MS, when duetting with sons; M, mothers’ phrases with
no overlap with any group member.

variable indicating in which of the 16 co-singing categories (8 for
fathers, 8 for mothers) each individual contribution was emitted.
First, we verified the normal distribution and homogeneity of
the model residuals through a qqplot and residuals against
fitted values plot (a function provided by R. Mundry). Next,
we compared the full model with a null model comprising only
the random factor, we used a likelihood ratio test (Anova test
with the “Chisq” argument; Dobson, 2002) and we calculated the
p-values for predictors using a likelihood ratio test between the
full and the null model (Barr et al., 2013). Finally, we performed
all pairwise comparisons for the levels of the factor co-singing
type with the Tukey test (R-package multcomp Bretz et al., 2010).

Results

Turn-taking in co-singing dynamics

The sequential analysis of co-singing types indicated that
both fathers and mothers showed non-random turn-taking
behavior in co-singing dynamics. In particular, six out of ten
possible transitions occurred above chance for fathers (solid
lines in Figure 2A). Co-singing with mothers only followed co-
singing with sons and pair-mates (F-M-S→F-M, p < 0.001).
After this duetting, fathers’ solo phrases (F) take place (F-
M→F, p = 0.002), followed by duets with the daughters
(F→F-D, p = 0.005). Daughters can join the duet between the

reproductive couple (F-M→F-M-D, p = 0.001), and, from that
singing organization, they usually drop out from the interaction
(F-M-D→F-M, p < 0.001), leaving only fathers and mothers
singing (F-M). Additionally, after duetting only with mothers
(F-M), fathers would duet with mothers and their son (F-
M→F-M-S, p = 0.016). The other possible transitions did not
occur significantly more than chance (dotted lines in Figure 2).
Moreover, fathers most commonly duetted with mothers (52%
of cases, F-M), followed by co-singing with mothers and their
sons (F-M-S, 20% of cases) and then by co-singing interaction
with mothers and daughters (M-F-D, 15% of cases). On the
other hand, duetting with daughters (F-D, 7% of cases) and solo
phrases (F, 6% of cases) were less frequent.

For mothers, seven out of 15 possible transitions occurred
above chance (solid lines in Figure 2B). Co-singing with fathers
and their offspring (both sons and daughters) was followed
by duetting with fathers only (M-F-S→M-F, p < 0.001; M-F-
D→M-F, p < 0.001), meaning that either daughters or sons
ceased singing while their parents kept vocalizing. Still, mothers
would also sing with their daughters and partners after duetting
only with their partners (M-F→M-F-D, p < 0.001), even if
this transition was less likely to occur than the opposite one.
Moreover, mothers’ solo phrases (M) occurred before (M→M-
S, p = 0.002), but also after duetting with their sons (M-S→M,
p = 0.008). As for fathers, also for mothers, the most common
co-sing type was duetting with their pair mate (42% of cases),
followed by duetting with their sons (30% of cases). Singing with
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both sons and fathers occurred in 14% of co-singing interaction,
while the involvement of daughters was more unusual (M-F-D),
occurring in 5% of cases, even less than solo phrases (M, 9%).

Influence of co-singing type on
parents’ rhythmic song features

The comparison between the full and null model for
the between-phrases IOI showed that the two models were
significantly different (χ2 = 38.877, df = 13, p < 0.001).
The Tukey test indicated that mothers had significantly longer
inter-onset intervals between phrases (bpIOI) when co-singing
with their sons, compared to co-singing with their pair-mates
(p < 0.003). The same was not true for fathers since we found
no differences in the bpIOI values between co-singing with
daughters or their pair-mates. Moreover, the Tukey test did not
show any differences in bpIOI depending on the number of
individuals involved. We reported the detailed results for the
models and the Tukey tests in Supplementary Table 1.

On the other hand, the comparison between the full and
null models for the within-phrase IOI (wpIOI) did not reach
statistical significance (χ2

= 8.637, df= 13, p= 0.471) and thus,
the fixed factors did not affect the duration of the inter-onset
intervals between units given within a particular phrase.

Song elaboration

Levenshtein distances
We analyzed 1,051 parents’ contributions composed of

17,326 phrases. We found a significant difference between the
LDs calculated for mothers and fathers when duetting between
parents (MF vs FM Mantel test: r = 0.125, p = 0.013). Mothers
showed higher average individual means (mean LD= 16± 1.92)
than fathers (mean LD = 11.8 ± 0.89; Paired t-test: t = 5.0407,
df = 7, p = 0.001). When considering parents’ phrase
combinations when singing with other two individuals (the
other pair-member plus one offspring), we found that mothers
and fathers did not differ from each other (Figure 3B; MFO
vs FMO, Mantel test: r −0.03467, p = 0.968). We also found
that mothers showed a more stereotyped singing pattern when
singing with their partner and one offspring than when singing
with their partners only (Figures 3A, 4, MF vs MFO, Mantel test:
r = 0.3478, p < 0.001), with higher average individual means
when duetting with fathers (mean LD: 16 ± 1.92) than in the
chorus including the offspring (mean LD = 6.1 ± 3.68; t-test:
t = −4.2556, df = 7, p = 0.004; Figure 3A). The same was true
for fathers, whose LD values were significantly different when
duetting with their pair mate than when co-singing with their
pair mate and one offspring (Figure 3B; FM vs MFO, Mantel
test: r = 0.2303, p = 0.005). As for mothers, fathers had higher
average individual means when duetting with their pair (mean

LD: 11.8 ± 0.89) than in the chorus with also the offspring
(mean LD = 6.1 ± 3.68; t-test: t = 11.293, df = 7, p < 0.001;
Figure 3A).

Phrase diversity
When investigating the diversity of phrases forming the

individual contributions of mothers and fathers in the different
co-singing types, we found that the full model significantly
differed from the null model (χ2 = 69.692, df = 7, p < 0.001).
We reported estimate, SE, z- and p-values for all the pairwise
comparisons of the Tukey test in Supplementary Table 2. When
considering duets between mothers and fathers, we found that
mothers showed less diversity than fathers (FM-MF, Figure 5).
Moreover, mothers had a higher diversity when singing with
their pair and an offspring than in a duet. In other words,
we found an effect of the numerosity of individuals singing
together, with mothers being more diverse when singing in a
chorus of three individuals including the pair and one offspring
(whichever its sex) than when in a duet (either with the
other member of the reproductive pair or with an offspring,
regardless of its sex).

We found a different pattern for fathers, with a partial
influence of the number of co-singers on the phrase diversity.
In particular, we found a significant difference when comparing
fathers singing with the other member of the reproductive
pair and fathers singing in a triadic chorus including the pair
and a son (FM-FMS, Figure 5). We found no difference in
phrase diversity when comparing a father singing with the other
member of the pair or when a daughter joined the chorus (FM-
FMD, Figure 5). Lastly, when considering three individuals
singing together, we found no effect of the co-singing types on
the phrase diversity regardless of the chorus’s composition for
both mothers and fathers (i.e., MFD vs MFS, FMD vs MFS).

Discussion

We examined turn-taking dynamics in the choruses emitted
by the indris’ family groups, and we found that the alternation
between different singers is not casual but follows specific
trajectories. Moreover, we investigated whether co-singing
interactions with sons and daughters affected the song structure
of adult indris, and we found that co-singing would influence
both the rhythmic structure and the song elaboration.

Co-singing dynamics

Our work indicated that, within chorusing dynamics,
the duet was the most common type of song organization
for parents. However, we also found that duetting with the
opposite-sex offspring is quite common for mothers but not
fathers. A possible explanation for this difference is that
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FIGURE 3

The average Levenshtein distance (LD) for mothers and fathers in the two co-singing conditions: singing only with the pair-mate (MF, mothers’
contribution when duetting with fathers, FM, fathers’ contribution when duetting with mothers; color-filled barplot) and singing with the
pair-mate and an offspring (MFO, mothers’ contribution when duetting with fathers and offspring; FMO, fathers’ contribution when duetting
with mothers and offspring; striped barplot). Capped lines represent standard deviation. (A) LD within mothers and fathers for the eight studied
groups (B) Overall LD average between mothers and fathers; t-test significance at p < 0.001 is denoted by ***, at p = 0.005, and p = 0.004 is
denoted by **.

sons remain in their natal group longer than daughters
(De Gregorio et al., 2021b).

In particular, we found that offspring were more likely
to drop out from the parents’ duet than join in. The inverse
dynamic was infrequent and occurred when fathers concluded
their singing and left sons duetting with their mothers. Also, the
emission of parents’ solo phrases was always linked to offspring
joining the song. This confirms our first prediction: turn-
taking behavior among indris is not random but shows specific
trajectories. Our results align with black-crested gibbons’
singing dynamics, in which the majority of duet bouts are given
by the adult pair, with the adult male initiating the song. Still,
occasionally the juvenile male starts calling first and duets with
the adult female before giving up the turn to the adult male
(Nomascus concolor, Fan et al., 2009). Offspring of both sexes
are more likely to drop out from triadic singing interactions
with parents in the indris. This evidence is in line with the idea
that overlap between same-sex singers might involve singing
competition, similar to what studies on gibbons suggested.

When the juvenile male sang first, the adult male promptly
started singing before the adult female (Fan et al., 2009).

Indri duets are composed of sex-specific song contributions
(Giacoma et al., 2010). Thus, a new participant joining the
song would emit the same unit types of one of the singers
while coordinating the emission with the other. In human
conversations, the overlap between participants has been
considered a troublesome feature (Schegloff, 2000), and it could
manifest one person’s willingness to take the floor (Sacks et al.,
1974). Similarly, the overlap between two birds of the same-sex
has been considered a signal of aggression (Naguib and Kipper,
2006) and threat by the animal that starts singing before the
other has finished vocalizing (Mennill and Ratcliffe, 2004, Baker
et al., 2012). In kookaburras, for example, parent-offspring
sexual conflicts would manifest through aggressive interactions
linked to the participation of offspring in the adult chorus
(Parry, 1973; Reyer and Schimdl, 1988). Therefore, we argue
that the overlap of indris’ utterances might signal an individual
willingness to prevail over the other in singing. In siamangs,
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FIGURE 4

Schematic representation of mothers’ different phrases’ concatenation in two different cosigning types. (A) Mother (in purple) duetting with
their pair-mate (MF). (B) Mother singing with the pair-mate and one offspring (MFO). The fundamental frequency profile of mother’s, father’s,
and offspring’s contribution to the song is highlighted in purple, light brown, and blue, respectively.

young individuals join the parents’ chorus more frequently as
they mature (S. syndactylus, Chivers, 1976) and, although these
mechanisms have not been investigated in indris yet, we can
suppose that the older the offspring gets, the more competition
in singing with parents of the same-sex can take place before
the offspring disperse. In the case of the replacement of the
dominant female, the dominant male and his mature son would
compete for mating with the new female, by singing or by
physical aggressions (De Gregorio, pers. obs.).

Parents’ solo singing can also be critical in regulating
and motivating offspring to sing. Our results suggest that
both mothers and fathers sang alone before duetting with the
offspring of the opposite-sex. This finding aligns with the idea
that adults might provide offspring with vocal stimulation for
their song development, as auditory feedback and practicing
might be essential for song maturation (De Gregorio et al.,
2021b). Similarly, Merker and Cox (1999, Nomascus gabriellae)
reported that, in gibbons, the mother-juvenile co-singing
interactions were always initiated by mothers. Hence, if there

might be some competition in singing, why do parents
encourage sons and daughters to sing? For birds, it has been
suggested that group singing might be involved in territorial
defense (Mann et al., 2006), as chorusing can inform how many
individuals are present in a given territory and, implicitly, their
willingness to defend it.

Duetting birds may communicate their ability to engage in
aggressive interactions through the degree of vocal coordination
(Diniz et al., 2021). Furthermore, during territorial encounters
between different indris’ groups, both parents and offspring
participate in the territorial song (Torti et al., 2013). Thus,
maintaining the vocal coordination in the chorus could be
essential to indicate the ability or motivation of the family
group to defend their resources cooperatively. Also, chorusing
behavior might be favored in a territorial context as the overlap
of vocalizations can enhance their transmission (Rehberg-
Besler et al., 2017). Finally, indris can discriminate between
neighboring and non-neighboring singing family groups (Spezie
et al., 2022), suggesting that they might vocally recognize
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FIGURE 5

Plot showing all pairwise comparisons resulting from the Tukey
test. Dark green points and lines represent the estimate and 95%
confidence interval of significant comparisons. Light green
points and lines represent the estimate and 95% confidence
interval of non-significant comparisons. M, mothers; F, fathers;
D, daughters; S, sons.

members of the nearby groups. Thus, the offspring’s presence,
identity, and status should be regularly broadcast to other
indris’ families.

Summarizing, turn-taking dynamics in the indris’ choruses
consist in a trade-off between the need for young animals
to participate in the chorus in order to practice and to
broadcast their unmated status (Gamba et al., 2016; De Gregorio
et al., 2021b), and the willingness of their same-sex-parents to
renounce to their possibility to advertise their mated status and
their presence. Therefore, we can conclude that the probability
of an animal singing seems to be influenced by family’s
social dynamics.

Rhythmic features

We found that mothers, but not fathers, had longer bpIOI
when duetting with sons than when duetting with their pair-
mate, thus partially confirming our second prediction. Indeed,
mothers slowed down the rate of phrase emissions only when
duetting with their sons might indicate that variation in
song temporal structure can result from a vocal adjustment
performed to facilitate offspring vocal development. This
interpretation agrees with what was suggested for gibbons’
mother-daughter vocal interactions (H. agilis, Koda et al., 2013)
and marmosets, whose mothers offered a vocal reinforcement
to offspring exhibiting appropriate turn-taking (C. jacchus,
Chow et al., 2015). It is interesting to notice that in humans,
slowed infant-directed speech benefits child language learning
(Raneri et al., 2020), and human caregivers can improve vocal
articulation in stuttering children by slowing down their child-
directed speech (Sawyer et al., 2017).

If this evidence suggests that this behavior might enhance
sons’ vocal development, it remains unclear why there are
such differences with father-daughter co-singing. An alternative
explanation would be that, given that indri females are notably
more flexible than males (Torti et al., 2017; De Gregorio et al.,
2019; Zanoli et al., 2020), mothers are simply adjusting their
timing to sons’ utterances to improve synchronization, even
with a less experienced singer. Still, we found that duets between
fathers and daughters occur more rarely than mother-son duets.
Moreover, in line with previous work (De Gregorio et al.,
2019), for both parents, the duration of the inter-onset intervals
between two different phrases was not affected by the number
of individuals (either one or two) singing simultaneously,
independently of the identity and sex of co-singers. Considering
the inter-onset intervals between units, the type of co-singing
did not have a statistical effect on its duration. This result
is in line with previous work on the indris’ song evidencing
how notes within a phrase are more constrained than the
organization of phrases within a song, as this trait does not
change during ontogeny (Gamba et al., 2016; De Gregorio et al.,
2021b).

Song elaboration

We examined differences in parents’ song elaboration
during different co-singing interactions, and we found that
both the number and identity of co-singers can influence
the sequential organization of phrases and their diversity. In
particular, our results confirm what was previously found by
Zanoli et al. (2020), namely that adult females are more variable
in their phrases’ combination than adult males when singing
together. We also found that fathers and mothers did not
differ when a third individual joined the chorus, but their
contributions became most stereotyped. Moreover, mothers had
lower phrase diversity than fathers during duetting interactions.
Nevertheless, mothers uttered more diverse contributions when
offspring of both sexes joined the chorus. The same was true for
fathers only when the male offspring joined the pair’s duet.

According to changes in adults’ phrase concatenation,
the increase in chorus size is in line with previous work
showing that the number of singers can influence the duration
of both contribution (the total time spent singing) and
phonation (the cumulative duration of the emitted notes,
without considering silent gaps) of a female individual in a
chorus (De Gregorio et al., 2019). Still, in our case, a variation
of phrase combination occurs in both sexes. We suggest two
possible, non-mutually exclusive, explanations: first, that it
could be an effect of adults adjusting their singing behavior to
maintain the coordination of utterances when a third animal
joins the chorus (De Gregorio et al., 2019); second, mothers and
fathers emit more stereotyped contributions when co-singing
with offspring to facilitate them (Koda et al., 2013). Since
the third animal joining the pair is always an offspring in
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our dataset, this analysis did not allow us to separate the
influence of the number of co-singers and their identity and/or
sex on parents’ phrase organization. On the other hand, the
number of co-singers seems to have a stronger impact on the
diversity of phrases uttered by adult indris. Indeed, mother and
father did not vary this feature during duets with the pair-
mate compared to duets with the opposite-sex offspring. This
is in contrast to findings on humans, where parents simplify
their speech during vocal interactions with children by using
fewer unique words (Elmlinger et al., 2019). On the one hand,
parents increased their phrase’s diversity when co-singing with
two individuals. On the other hand, fathers’ contributions were
less influenced by chorus size: they showed a more extensive
phrase repertoire only when co-singing with their pair-mate
and their sons, in agreement with previous studies (Torti et al.,
2017). This result is interesting as it suggests that fathers
could face major pressure when singing with an individual of
the same-sex so that they might differentiate their singing to
better broadcast their individuality. Thus, we can only partially
confirm our third prediction: parents uttered less elaborated
songs when co-singing with offspring. Parents’ phrases were
more stereotyped in terms of combination but were more
diverse in terms of phrases type during vocal interactions with
their pair-mate and offspring.

Future works might consider the longitudinal development
of co-singing with parents to understand whether these
interactions influence vocal development. A focus on the
acoustic resemblance between parents and offspring over time
would also be beneficial to understanding whether parent-
offspring similarity increases or decreases during ontogeny and
whether the sexes show similar trajectories. These findings
would be useful for further investigating co-singing conditions
and understanding which particular traits are typical of
juvenile phases.

In conclusion, our work indicates that indris might
regulate parents-offspring turn-taking dynamics in family
choruses by different degrees of motivation for conflict or
cooperation between parents and offspring. If overlap might
signal competition by members of the same-sex, parents also
seem to stimulate offspring singing behavior. Moreover, indris
perform rapid adaptation not only to the number of co-
emitters, as it strongly influences the elaboration of parents’
songs, but also to their identity, as it affected mothers’ rhythmic
structure and fathers’ phrase diversity. This mechanism is
similar to what happens in human language, where speakers
can adapt their speech to their interlocutors (Lee et al., 2021).
Our work demonstrates that the interplay between different
emitters is a fundamental aspect to consider when investigating
short-term flexibility in animals’ vocal behavior, and that the
social environment is among the major determinants of indris’
song structure. Finally, we provide strong evidence that some
of the traits that characterize human vocal plasticity were
already in place in the lemur lineage, possibly providing

a foundation for further evolutionary paths leading to the
emergence of human language.
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